During major events, such as emergencies and disasters, a large volume of information is reported on newswire and social media platforms. Temporal summarization (TS) approaches are used to automatically produce concise overviews of such events by extracting text snippets from related articles over time. Current TS approaches rely on a combination of event relevance and textual novelty for snippet selection. However, for events that span multiple days, textual novelty is often a poor criterion for selecting snippets, since many snippets are textually unique but are semantically redundant or non-informative. In this article, we propose a framework for the diversification of snippets using explicit event aspects, building on recent works in search result diversification. In particular, we first propose two techniques to identify explicit aspects that a user might want to see covered in a summary for different types of event. We then extend a state-of-the-art explicit diversification framework to maximize the coverage of these aspects when selecting summary snippets for unseen events. Through experimentation over the TREC TS 2013, and 2015 datasets, we show that explicit diversification for temporal summarization significantly outperforms classical novelty-based diversification, as the use of explicit event aspects reduces the amount of redundant and off-topic snippets returned, while also increasing summary timeliness.
INTRODUCTION
During large unforeseen events, such as natural disasters, there is extensive reporting in both classical newswire outlets and social media. However, far more content is published than can be consumed by a user following such an event. Moreover, much of the information reported is redundant and/or out of date [18] . Hence, there is a need for automatic approaches that summarize that content for the user in real time.
However, in practice, effectively summarizing large events using content published online is a challenging problem. First, in contrast to the multi-document summarization (MDS) domain [14] , where it is assumed that all of the input content is relevant, much of the content collected (e.g., via keyword tracking on social media platforms such as Twitter) can be off-topic. This renders classical MDS approaches ineffective, since they primarily use text novelty to select content for inclusion into the summary (the content that is the most textually novel will likely be off-topic). Second, an effective summarization system needs to identify different types of relevant information over time. For example, consider a user following the mass shooting that occurred in Aurora, Colorado, in July 2012. 1 At the outset of this event, an effective summary of the event should contain information such as "At least 12 people were shot in the city of Aurora near Denver, Colorado." However, a few hours later, the user might want to know that "One suspect wearing a bulletproof vest was apprehended" or "Once apprehended, the suspect told authorities that there were explosives in his residence." Hence, an effective summarization system needs to automatically identify content that is both relevant and covers the different types of information that the user is likely to be interested in seeing for that particular event.
In this article, we propose a new temporal summmarization framework that automatically extracts sentences from news and social content published on the Web over time to issue as updates to the user. In particular, building on recent works in the field of explicit Web search diversification [36] , we propose to select sentences based on their coverage and novelty with respect to a predefined set of event aspects, tailored to the type of the event being summarized. For example, for a mass shooting event (like the Aurora shooting discussed above), based on prior shootings in the U.S., we can predefine a taxonomy describing the types of information that a user would want to know about, such as how many people were killed or injured, who the shooter was and how the government responded. Based on these aspects, given a candidate sentence, we score it based on how relevant to the event it is predicted to be, how many aspects of that event it covers and how many of those aspects have been covered by previous updates returned to the user.
The primary contributions of this article are fourfold:
(1) We propose explicit diversification as a technique for performing event summarization over time. (2) We propose two different methods to generate explicit event aspects for named event types. (3) We extend a state-of-the-art diversification framework, namely xQuAD [35] , for the task of sentence selection during summarization. (4) We experimentally evaluate the performance of this approach over 46 events from the TREC 2013-2015 Temporal Summarization track datasets, showing that the use of explicit event aspects reduces redundant and off-topic content in the resulting summaries, while also increasing summary timeliness.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related works in the field of summarization and diversification. In Section 3, we describe a basic temporal summarization framework that forms the baseline approach that we build on. Section 4 details our proposed explicit diversification framework for temporal summarization. In Section 5, we describe our experimental setup, while Section 6 details our label generation methodology. We report and analyze the performance of our approach in Section 7. Finally, we summarize our main conclusions in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
The approach that we propose in this article builds on top of prior works in both the summarization and Web search diversification domains. We first provide an overview of automatic summarization generation combine a wider range of factors to select sentences. For instance, the evolutionary timeline generation approach proposed by Yan et al. [49] combines relevance, coverage, coherence, and diversity (with respect to the previously selected sentences) features within a machine-learning framework. Meanwhile, Tran et al. [39] examined how to generate timelines by extracting headlines from news articles based on a variant of Topic-Sensitive PageRank [17] designed to capture whether each headline is influential and widely spread. Other works have examined the generation of timelines for social media data such as tweets using topic clustering and social features [23] . The closest prior work from this domain to the approach proposed in this article is the aspect-oriented approach proposed by Li et al. [25] . They proposed the use of LDA topics (that they refer to as event aspects) to cluster sentences, using those clusters as a means to avoid selecting redundant content. In contrast, the approach proposed in this article seeks to diversify the selected sentences in a temporal summarization setting with respect to explicitly pre-identified event aspects, such as the number of people killed, building damage sustained, or location, about which the user will likely want to see related information in a summary. The key motivation for this is that rather than relying on approaches like LDA, we can predict the aspects of interest for a future event, by examining past events of that same type.
Temporal Summarization
In 2013 the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) introduced the Temporal Summarization (TS) track that examined how to extract sentences from high volume streams of news and social content to return to the user as updates for large events. Unlike the summarization tasks described above, the TS task does not assume that the input document stream is on-topic. Each event is represented by an event query, e.g., "costa concordia disaster." Temporal summarization can be seen as a sentence scoring problem, where participant systems score each sentence and then emit those with scores above a predefined threshold. For example, Liu et al. [28] used the event query in addition to trigger words such as "kill," "die," and "injure" to score individual sentences, while Xu et al. [48] combined features such as document relevance, sentence relevance, and topical salience based on named entities for sentence scoring. Meanwhile, recent work by Zhang et al. [51] examined LDA topic modelling approaches to mine event words for sentence scoring. After the first year of the TS track, supervised approaches to sentence scoring became popular. For instance, McCreadie et al. [30] used a learning-to-rank function combining relevance, quality, and novelty features to rank sentences and then used a supervised predictor to determine how many of the top-ranked results to return during different time intervals (e.g., each hour). Meanwhile, Kedzie et al. [21] proposed an approach that learns a sequential decision-making algorithm for use over a binary branching tree representing the sentences in the input stream. Regression models for identifying topical and good-quality sentences have also been popular [22, 40] . For instance, Kedzie et al. [22] used a Gaussian Process regression model with a combination of query features, event-type-based language model features, geographic features, and temporal burstiness features to score sentences. Indeed, we use this model as a baseline in our later experiments. One element that is common to all of these approaches is that they apply a final novelty filtering step, with the aim of removing redundant content [22, 28, 30, 48] , similarly to the multi-document summarization approaches that came before them, e.g., References [24, 38] . In contrast to these works, we propose to use explicit diversification of event aspects to find novel content rather than relying on textual dissimilarity. We argue that explicit diversification of event aspects should be more effective for temporal summarization, since explicit approaches have been shown to be more effective than implicit approaches in the Web search domain [10, 36] . Moreover, in a real-time streaming setting, where much of the considered content will be off-topic, the most novel-looking content is often not relevant.
Diversification in IR
Search result diversification aims to increase the chance that a particular search engine result page (SERP) will satisfy the user by including documents that cover different possible query aspects when the user query is ambiguous [36] . For instance, for the query "jaguar," it may not be clear whether the user is looking for documents about the cat or the car manufacturer, and hence the SERP should include documents satisfying both aspects.
Approaches to search result diversification can be divided into two main types, namely implicit or explicit [36] . Implicit diversification approaches attempt to diversify based on a representation of the retrieved documents. Indeed, Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [7] is a well-known implicit diversification approach that we discussed earlier. Other implicit diversification approaches have incorporated the expected mean and variance of the SERP, inspired by Modern Portfolio Theory [44, 52] .
On the other hand, explicit diversification approaches [1, 35] compare documents to (explicit) representations of the possible aspects behind the query. These aspects are often extracted from query logs [35, 36] or taxonomies like the Open Directory Project (ODP) [1] . Effective explicit diversification approaches from the literature include Explicit Query Aspect Diversification (xQuAD) [35] , IA-Select [1] , and PM-2 [15] .
In this article, we propose to use explicit diversification techniques for temporal summarization, with the aim of enhancing coverage of different event aspects in the summary. In particular, later in Section 4.2, we show how the xQuAD [36] and IASelect [1] diversification approaches can be adapted to select sentences for inclusion into a summary. The core novelty of this work is the use of explicit event aspects for temporal summarization and adaptation of explicit Web search diversification techniques to achieve this. To the best of our knowledge, explicit event aspects have not been used previously for temporal summarization. The closest work to ours is that by Li et al. [25] in the timeline generation domain, who used LDA topics to cluster sentences (creating a form of event aspect) and then return an exemplar from each cluster to form the summary. However, this type of approach is not applicable to the temporal summarization scenario, as much of the input content is off-topic, and hence the resulting clusters will not well capture the aspects of the event. Another relevant related work is that by Kedzie et al. [22] , who use event-type language models derived from Wikipedia. This holds similarities to the Wikipedia-based event-aspect extraction approach we use later, but these two uses of Wikipiedia are very different. In particular, Kedzie et al. [22] used event-type language models as a way to tackle term mismatch between the event query and the text of each update, thereby making the identification of relevant updates easier. In contrast, we extract explicit aspect representations from Wikipiedia info-boxes, creating a structured representation of key information about the event. We then track the extent to which each of these explicit aspects have been covered by the previously submitted updates, enabling us to promote updates that cover previously unseen or under-represented aspects.
In the next section, we define the task formulation that we tackle in this article and describe the basic summarization framework which provides the structure of our investigation into temporal summarization.
BASIC TEMPORAL SUMMARIZATION FRAMEWORK
The summarization task that we tackle is temporal summarization, as defined by the TREC Temporal Summarization track. Formally, a temporal summarization system is given as input the following information:
• An event query Q representing an event e that the user wants to track, e.g., Buenos Aires Train Crash.
• The type of the event, denoted e t , e.g., a storm or earthquake. 4 • A stream of documents published over time D.
The aim of the temporal summarization system is to extract sentence updates u from D to return to the user, forming a final summary S. The resulting summary should contain as little redundant or off-topic information as possible.
To form a basis for a later comparison, we first define a basic temporal summarization framework that represents approaches to this task from the literature. In particular, the most common type of approach to temporal summarization is a "rank-then-select" approach [28, 30] . Under this type of approach, the input document stream D is indexed over time. At pre-defined intervals (e.g., at the end of each hour), candidate updates produced during that time interval are subject to a selection criteria select(u). Finally, candidate updates that pass the selection criteria are then subject to standard novelty-based redundancy removal based on greedy cosine similarity comparisons between each update u and those updates previously selected in S [28, 30, 48] . We implement this "rank-then-select" style approach as our basic temporal summarization framework and use it to generate baseline approaches to compare against in our experiments.
Within the basic temporal summarization framework, the component that we investigate in this article is the selection criteria select(u), which outputs a binary true/false choice of whether to include u in the summary. In general, approaches to calculate select(u) can be divided into three parts:
(1) Scoring Function: This scores an individual update based on a definition of "goodness" for inclusion into the summary. Most commonly, this is relevant to the event query Q, but more complex learned combinations that incorporate other factors such as writing quality or salience have also been examined [22, 30] . (2) Selection Criterion: A method for selecting a subset of the scored updates for inclusion into the summary. The most commonly used are topk selection that ranks the updates by their scores and then selects the top k updates, and threshold selection, that selects updates whose score exceeds a pre-defined threshold value τ [30] . (3) Redundancy Removal: An additional check that removes updates that contain redundant information to those already provided to the user, typically based on the cosine similarity to sentences previously selected [28, 30, 48] .
In our later experiments, we generate baselines that combine either relevance or salience-based scoring functions with topk and threshold selection criteria and classical novelty-based redundancy removal. We contrast these baselines with our newly proposed approach that introduces a novel scoring function that incorporates the explicit diversification of event aspects, eliminating the need for a separate redundancy removal component.
EXPLICIT DIVERSIFICATION FOR SUMMARIZATION
Inspired by growing literature on explicit search result diversification in the Web domain [1, 35] , we propose to score each update based on its coverage and novelty with respect to a set of event aspects (denoted A) that represent the different types of information a user might want to see in a summary for the event rather than relying only on implicit novelty like prior approaches. For example, if we want to summarize an earthquake event, we might want to identify aspects such as the earthquake epicentre, the magnitude of the earthquake, or the number of people injured.
To achieve this, we propose a new framework for explicit diversification of event aspects for temporal summarization. This framework is composed of two main components:
• Event Aspect Generation: An approach to automatically identify the types of information (event aspects A) the user might want to see for the event being summarized.
• Explicit Diversification: A technique to incorporate these event aspects when scoring each update, i.e., a model for estimating the score for an update u, denoted f (q, u, S), given A.
In Section 4.1, we discuss two ways to tackle the Event Aspect Generation component, while Section 4.2 details how we adapt the xQuAD framework for use within the Explicit Diversification component.
Event Aspect Generation
The first component of our framework is Event Aspect Generation (EAG). The aim of this component is to generate a set of event aspects (A) for the event that is to be summarized, where these event aspects will be used to diversify the types of information that the user will see in their summary. In the Web search domain, automatically generated query suggestions/reformulations for the initial query have been a popular source of query aspects [10, 32, 36] . However, in the summarization domain, query suggestions are less likely to be useful, since when an unexpected event first occurs the suggestions generated are unlikely to be relevant (as query suggestions are typically based on historical querying behavior by users [6] ). Hence, we need an alternative evidence source from which to extract event aspects. Furthermore, as we are working in a real-time (streaming) setting, we cannot "look into the future" to find out what the actual event aspects that the user might want to see are.
In the temporal summarization setting, we have two pieces of evidence at the start of the event that we can use to find relevant event aspects A, namely the event query Q and the type of the event e t . In this work, we propose to use the type of the event e t to generate relevant event aspects by analyzing texts for past events of the same type. 5 For the purposes of our later experiments, following the standard TREC TS setting (and also to limit the number of independent variables), we use the 10 unique event types defined by the TREC TS dataset. However, as an aside, it is of note that in scenarios where an event type label is not provided a substitute might be automatically inferred. For instance, one approach to infer the event type would be to compare language models [12] generated for common event types to the query Q. Supervised classification techniques could also be used to infer the event type [41] .
We propose two different methodologies for generating the event aspects A for a given event type and compare their effectiveness later in Section 7. We discuss each methodology in detail below.
Extracting Aspects from Wikipedia Infoboxes.
We first experiment with a fully automatic approach for extracting event aspects based on Wikipedia infoboxes. A Wikipedia infobox is a table structure that appears in some Wikipedia pages that provides relevant factoids about the page subject. Figure 1 (a) provides an illustration of the Wikipedia infobox for the 2012 Buenos Aires rail disaster page as rendered on Wikipedia. The Wikipedia infobox for a page can be programatically accessed via the Wikipedia API. 6 Figure 1(b) illustrates the source text of the same Wikipedia 5 Note that, although we consider statically mined event aspects in the present investigation, our approach could naturally benefit from mining new aspects (perhaps, event-specific) in real time. We leave the investigation of such a temporal aspect mining approach for future research. 6 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page. infobox for the 2012 Buenos Aires rail disaster page. Importantly, Wikipedia provides templates to use when creating infoboxes, which standardizes the types of information provided. For example, the "event" infobox template contains fields such as "Time," "Cause," and "Deaths." 7 As a result, similar types of information are provided in infoboxes for different events.
Wikipedia infoboxes have been popularized as a useful source of factual information [47] and are used by knowledge bases such as DBpedia [5] . Furthermore, most event-related pages contain infoboxes. For example, for the Wikipedia page about the "2012 Buenos Aires rail disaster" 8 that is shown in Figure 1 , we can see that it contains useful factoids such as "Location," "Rail line," and "Deaths." We propose to extract candidate event aspects from the infobox factoids across multiple Wikipedia pages for a target event type. 9 In particular, we use the event type e t (e.g., "earthquake" or 'train crash') as a query over Wikipedia, with the aim of finding Wikipedia pages that describe past relevant events of that type. We then use the factoids from the infoboxes on those pages to produce our event aspects A. Figure 2 illustrates the event aspect extraction process as pseudo code. As we can see from Figure 2 , we first identify Wikipedia pages discussing past events of a given type by searching Wikipedia using the event type as a query. For each of the top 10 pages, we check whether it has an infobox. If so, then we extract all of the <key,value> pairs representing the factoids listed in the infobox. For instance, for the rail disaster example above, one factoid has the key "Cause" and value "Motorman error, brake failure." For each factoid key, we add a new event aspect to A (if an aspect with that name was not already added). We then clean any event specific data from the factoid value that is unlikely to generalize to future events. In particular, we apply a part-of-speech tagger and named entity recognition algorithm over the terms in the factoid value and then filter out any named entities, numeric values, and URL references. For instance, if we observed a value containing "injuries over 70," then we would replace this by "injuries over," since counts like "70" are not likely to generalize between events. Finally, we add the resulting cleaned value as a label l for the event 7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Infobox_event. 8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Buenos_Aires_rail_disaster. 9 Note that an alternative approach might be to use the infobox from the Wikipedia page for each event directly, i.e., if an event has a page describing that event, then using the infobox from that page to infer the event aspects. However, not all events of interest have Wikipedia pages, particularly early on during those events. Furthermore, prior research has indicated that when such pages exist they can be slow to be updated [33] . aspect. Each infobox will typically provide multiple event aspects (e.g., "Location," "Rail line," and "Deaths") for an event type e t . By processing multiple pages, an event aspect may be assigned multiple semantically related labels l. For instance, we might represent the aspect "Injuries" using labels such as "injuries over," "wounded," or "injured." The top half of Table 1 illustrates a sample of the event aspects and labels extracted for the "earthquake" event type using the infoboxes contained within the top 10 ranked Wikipedia pages for the query "earthquake." We use these aspects in our later experiments. We apply Snowball English stemmer to the labels to reduce the impact of vocabulary mismatch against the sentences being scored (terms in the sentences are similarly stemmed).
Generating Aspects via Crowdsourcing.
The second approach that we propose is to generate the event aspects through the medium of crowdsourcing. This approach is designed to be a semi-manual alternative, which we would expect to be more effective but requires some manual effort. Under this approach, for an event type e t , we show crowdsourcing workers example sentences extracted from newswire articles from past events of that type and have them suggest event aspects, forming A. In particular, for each of the 10 named event types in our evaluation dataset (see Section 5 for more detail), we first extracted sentences from news articles for events of the same type that pre-date the test events.
For our later experiments, we use the TRC2 newswire corpus 10 as our source of related sentences, which contains headlines and content from over 1.8 million news articles from the Reuters news agency that pre-date the events that we use later for evaluation (to avoid contaminating our experimental setting with future evidence that a summarization system would not have access to). We divided these 1.8 million news articles into sentences and indexed those sentences using the Terrier open source IR platform [29] . Next, we ranked those sentences for each of the 10 event types, using the event aspect e t for each type as the query. To do so, we use a language model with a Dirichlet prior [12] . However, we introduce a custom document length normalization with the aim of improving ranking performance over sentences rather than full articles. In particular, we use a Gaussian (bell) curve to promote sentences that are around the same length as a normal English sentence (of 25 words). More precisely, we set the mean (expectation) to 25 and the standard deviation to 20.
Using this model, we retrieved the top 100 sentences for each type, forming a pool of 1000 sentences to show to our crowdsourced workers. To avoid showing crowdsourced workers irrelevant content, we performed a fast manual pass over these sentences, removing those sentences from the pool that were clearly not relevant to an event type of interest. 11 This step took one assessor 3h to complete and removed 467 headlines, leaving 533 headlines in the pool. We then had three crowdsourced workers suggest up to four event aspect labels per sentence. The assessment interface and worker instructions are shown in Figure 3 . To perform the crowdsourcing, we use CrowdFlower, 12 an on-demand labour website, that builds on multiple existing crowdsourcing marketplaces. The unit of assessment is a single page, which contains 5 sentences to suggest labels for. We had three individual crowd workers (assessors) suggest labels for each sentence. Work submitted by crowdsourcing workers was subject to a "speed trap" of 10s per page, the aim being to detect automatic bots and/or users that are randomly entering labels. To avoid over-reliance on individual assessors, the maximum number of sentences a user could assess was set to 200. Additionally, since our events are largely U.S.-centric, we restricted the geographical regions that could participate in the labeling task to only those who use English as their primary language. We paid US$ 0.10 for each set of 5 sentences labeled. The total number of sentences for which we had workers suggest labels was 533. Hence, the total number of assessed units was 1,599, i.e., 533 sentences * 3 unique assessors.
Forty-one unique workers attempted the crowdsourced labeling task. About 15% of the crowd workers completed the maximum number of judgments (200 sentences), followed by a "tail" of workers who completed fewer assessments, which is a typical behavior in crowdsourced tasks [3] . The average time it took the workers to enter labels for a sentence was 18s or 1min 33s per page (composed of 5 sentences to be assessed). This labeling task involves free-text entry. As there is no collaboration between workers, a variety of labels will be produced that will often be synonyms of one another. As such, standard quality metrics such as label agreement are less useful here, since only exact label matches are considered as agreement. Hence, we would expect lower worker agreement than for categorical labeling tasks. Indeed, for the first label, the proportion of times that the three users suggested the same label for a sentence was 34%. The lower half of Table 1 illustrates a sample of the event aspects and labels generated for the "earthquake" event type using the crowd.
Explicit Diversification of Event Aspects
The second component of our framework is Aspect Diversification. The aim of this component is to score each update based on a set of event aspects provided by the EAG component, i.e., estimate f (q, u, S). To this end, we adapt the state-of-the-art xQuAD explicit diversification framework [35] for temporal summarization. Within xQuAD, a candidate update u ∈ D would be scored as:
where p(u |q) denotes the probability that u is relevant given the query q and p(u, S|q) denotes the probability that u is diverse compared to the already selected updates in S. The mixing parameter λ balances the tradeoff between relevance and diversity in the final score. The probability of diversity p(u, S|q) can be further decomposed by explicitly modelling the various aspects A underlying the query q, according to
where p(a|q) denotes the importance of the aspect a given q, p(u |q, a) denotes the coverage of the update u with respect to this particular aspect, and the rightmost product denotes the novelty of u, in terms of how poorly this aspect is already covered by the updates v previously selected in S. A common assumption made by explicit diversification approaches including xQuAD is that the aspects A underlying a query q are independent with respect to one another. In contrast, as introduced in Section 4.1, each of the aspects identified for the target type of q is ultimately represented by multiple labels with correlated semantics (e.g., "epicentre," "latitude," and "longitude"). Notably, hierarchical aspect modeling has recently been shown to provide a more accurate representation of the interdependencies among semantically correlated aspects, leading to a significant improvement in the resulting diversification effectiveness [20] . While a full hierarchical modeling of event aspects is beyond the scope of this article, we devise an extension of xQuAD in Equation (2) to model dependencies among the various labels L representing each aspect a ∈ A underlying the query q, according to
where the probability p(l |a) denotes the importance of label l given the aspect a, whereas p(u |q, a, l ) and the rightmost product denote refined coverage and novelty probabilities for the update u with respect to l, respectively. To estimate the various probabilities in Equation (3), we make a few assumptions. First, we assume a uniform distribution p(a|q) = 1/|A|, ∀a ∈ A, which has been shown to be effective for web search result diversification [35] . Next, in order to estimate p(l |a), we note the complementary nature of the multiple labels l ∈ L identified for a given aspect. Accordingly, we assume that an update u should need to only match one of the labels in L that represent the aspect a for the update to be considered to cover a. Formally, we define:
so that only the label l that best supports (has the highest likelihood of matching) the current update u contributes to estimating the coverage and novelty of this update, with all other labels k ∈ L \ {l } having no impact. This helps us break ties where an update contains two labels associated to a single aspect. For the previously illustrated earthquake event, only the best supporting label associated with the aspect a would be considered in Equation (3) when assessing the coverage and novelty of update u with respect to this aspect. For instance, if l ∈ {"deaths, " "killed, " "toll"}, and probabilities of the update u given each label were deaths = 0.8, killed = 0.0, and toll = 0.6, then p(u |q, a, deaths) would be used. Last, in order to estimate p(u |q, a, l ), which is used in Equation (3) (to convey the coverage of an update u and the novelty of this update with respect to every already observed update v ∈ S) as well as in Equation (4), we assume p(u |q, a, l ) ≈ p(u |l ) for simplicity, given that all labels are already query and aspect biased by construction. For instance, continuing the example above, if q = "Hurricane Isaac," a = "fatalities," and l = "deaths," we know a priori that "deaths" is a synonym of "fatalities" and that "fatalities" is an aspect of the event being represented by the query "Hurricane Isaac." With this simplification, both p(u |q) in Equation (1) and p(u |l ) can be estimated by modelling either the query or the label generation process, respectively. For ease of reference, we denote our explicit diversification framework for temporal summarization as xQuAS-Explicit Query Aspect Summarization. In the next section, we discuss our experimental setup, while our results are presented in Section 7.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Datasets:
To evaluate xQuAS, we use the TREC 2013-2015 Temporal Summarization (TREC-TS) task datasets. The track used the TREC Knowledge-Based Acceleration (KBA) stream corpus to represent the documents being published over time, for each year, respectively. This corpus contains over 1 billion timestamped Web documents (e.g., news articles, blogs and forum posts) from the period of October 2011 to April 2013. 13 Events: Each TS task dataset has a series of topics that correspond to large events, along with a user query q representing each. The TS 2013 task used 9 topics (events), the 2014 task used 15 topics (events), while the TS 2015 task used 21 topics (events), for a total of 45 topics. The topic definition for each event also provides an event type, e.g., "storm" or "earthquake," which we use to match an event to our event aspects A (see Section 4.1). There are 10 event types in total, namely Accident; Shooting; Storm; Earthquake; Bombing; Cold Wave; Flood; Riot; Protest; and Impact Event. Each event has a pre-determined time range. For an event, summarization systems simulate the processing of documents in time order from the KBA corpus during the time-frame of that event, emitting updates into the summary as they are identified. Table 2 illustrates an example event.
Stream Processing: Notably, in order to focus the corpus on documents that are more likely to contain relevant content for each event, the track organizers provided the participants with a pre-filtered version of the KBA corpus for the 2013-2015 events that removes documents from outside the time ranges of the those events and applies basic keyword filtering, which we use here. Furthermore, in addition to the track filtering, we also apply additional pre-processing to the document stream. First, documents that do not contain one or more of the event query (q) terms are also filtered out (this avoids processing documents that will never have any sentences selected from them). Second, basic sentence level filtering is applied, which removes very short sentences (those containing less that 10 terms. 14 All of the approaches tested in our experiments follow the baseline summarization framework described in Section 3. As such, sentences extracted from the 13 http://trec-kba.org/. 14 We choose a relatively strict filtering here, as very short updates often lack sufficient context to be interpretable by a user. Additionally, the sentence extraction algorithm applied to the KBA corpus means that there are many five-to eight-word sentences that are article boilerplate. Setting a 10-term threshold avoids processing these types of sentences.) and those sentences that contain non-English characters.
stream are buffered into pre-defined time intervals. At the end of each interval, one of the selection criteria is then applied to each sentence within that interval. We use a time interval of 1h, as this has previously been shown to be effective [28] .
Baselines: To evaluate whether summary diversification based on explicit event aspects is more effective than relying on novelty-based methods, we compare our approach to baselines that use implicit diversification, generated using the basic temporal summarization framework defined in Section 3. Recall that under the basic temporal summarization framework, approaches are comprised of three parts: the scoring function, the selection criterion, and the redundancy removal technique. For our later experiments, we test two different scoring functions:
(1) The first scoring function we use is relevance of the update to the event query. More precisely, we use a language model with a Dirichlet prior to calculate p(u |q) [50] . (2) The second scoring function we implement is the salience-based scoring function proposed by Kedzie et al. [22] . We then combine it with either the topk or threshold selection criterion and apply implicit diversification via greedy cosine redundancy removal, as with the first baseline type. 15 The salience-based scoring function is a trained regression scorer that combines features of the sentences (e.g., sentence length), query features (e.g., similarity of the sentence to the event query), language model features (e.g., similarity of the sentence to a language model built for each event type), geographic features (distance to the predicated location of the event), and Temporal Features (does the sentence contain words that are appearing more often than normal). We follow the methodology and implement the features described by Kedzie et al. [22] . However, to maintain a consistent learning configuration, we use the fivefold setting discussed later, rather than the leaveone-out setting used in the original article. Furthermore, as the original article does not describe the methodology for obtaining geo-locations from each document, we choose to use the GATE platform's [13] ANNIE pipeline to identify location mentions within each document and the Geonames 16 service to lookup coordinates for each location.
For both scoring functions, we combine them with topk and threshold selection criteria and classical redundancy removal based on cosine similarity. In particular, for each scoring function, we generate two topk selection baselines, where k is 1 or 3 and 9 baselines that use threshold selection, where the threshold τ = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9]. In this way, we generate 22 baselines, 11 based on the relevance scoring function, and 11 based on the salience-based scoring function. All of these baselines are included in the pool we use later for evaluation (see Section 6).
Evaluation Metrics:
We evaluate using the TREC-TS track official metrics: Expected Gain, Comprehensiveness, and Latency Discount [16] . Expected Gain measures for each update (sentence) issued to the user, whether that update belongs to an information cluster that has not been covered by a previously returned update. This metric measures summary precision, where precision is defined as the proportion of updates that contain new information (nuggets). In contrast, comprehensiveness measures the coverage of an event based on all of the information nuggets for that event, i.e., it measures the summary recall. The Latency Discount measures the timeliness of the information returned in the summary with respect to when that information was first observed within the document stream, discounting the score for updates containing outdated information. Note that due to the way the Latency Discount is calculated, a higher Latency Discount is better 15 It is worth noting that Kedzie et al. [22] used a different selection criterion based on affinity propagation in their work. However, to avoid introducing an additional confounding variable and to maintain a consistent setup, we only implement the salience-based scoring part of their model. 16 http://www.geonames.org.
(higher values mean less reporting latency). For clarity, in our later experiments, we refer to this metric as Timeliness (again, higher is better). We also report the TREC track's official combined metric, which is the harmonic mean of Expected Gain and Comprehensiveness, each mixed with the Latency Discount. We denote this metric as Combined. Metric formulations can be found in Appendix B.
Parameters and Training:
For our proposed scoring function that is based on the xQuAD diversification framework, we set the relevance/novelty tradeoff parameter λ to 0.5, following Santos et al. [35] . In addition, we consider a second instantiation of our approach with λ = 1.0, which is equivalent to using a hierarchical version of IASelect [1] as the basis for diversification [37] . For our experiments, we use the scores produced by our approaches in conjunction with the threshold selection criteria. When reporting temporal summarization performances for approaches that use threshold-based selection, we train the threshold τ using a fivefold cross validation where 9 topics/ events are assigned to each fold. We define our folds based on event boundaries to avoid training on data from the same event/time period as the test data. We report the average performance over the test topics for each fold, when training for the Combined metric. In the case of the second baseline approach that uses a learned regression model for scoring, following Kedzie et al. [22] we infer training labels for each event by calculating ROUGE-2 F1 similarity scores between each sentence to be scored for that event and the gold-standard "information nuggets" provided as part of the TREC-TS dataset for the event. We then divide the labeled training instances into the same five folds as used for threshold training. For each fold, sentence score predictions are made based on a model trained on the other four folds.
EVALUATION AND LABELING
Along with the datasets for each year of the track, TREC-TS also provides a pool of assessed updates to enable the assessment of additional summarization systems. However, as noted in other studies, these assessments are too incomplete to be reusable when developing novel systems that are markedly different from those that originally participated in the track [21, 30] . To illustrate this is a problem for the approaches we proposed in this work, we include a comparison of performances and assessment completeness for the approaches proposed here in comparison to the TREC top systems for the first year of the track (2013) in Appendix A. Since we cannot use the original assessments produced by TREC out-of-the-box, we generate different ground-truth label sets, denoted "TTG-All," "TTG-201X," and "TRECTS-201X," as described below.
"TTG-All" Label Set
To evaluate the baseline and proposed summarization systems, we adopt the evaluation methodology used by the TREC Microblog track Twitter Timeline Generation (TREC-TTG) task. The TREC-TTG assessment methodology is a variant of that used by the TREC-TS track, 17 where the top scoring updates returned from each summary per-event are first pooled and then manually clustered by human assessors based on the information that they contain. For instance, the updates "Breaking News: 21 people have been confirmed dead in a building collapse in Dhaka" and "Bangladesh, Dhaka: Eight-story commercial building collapsed, reports indicate 21 dead and many missing" might be clustered together based on the fact that they both mention the building collapse and give the same number of fatalities. Following the TREC-TTG methodology, we pooled the top 60 scoring updates from each system summary per event. We then employed a set of six assessors (students and researchers) to cluster the updates within the pool for each event. Each assessor was assigned a subset of the events and could create any number of information clusters per event. For each update, an assessor could add that update to an existing cluster, define a new cluster for it, or delete the update (if it was non-relevant or otherwise not suitable for inclusion in a summary). The interface used to cluster the updates is shown in Figure 4 . In total, we pooled the top 60 updates from 22 baseline runs (11 based on relevance scoring and 11 based on the learned salience model [22] ) that use implicit diversification and 36 runs that use either the infobox or crowdsourced explicit diversification labels. The number of unique updates in the pool is 6,635. It took approximately 32h spread out over the six assessors to cluster these updates for the 46 topics (events). Of the 6,635 updates pooled, 4,197 (63%) were judged relevant (were added to one or more clusters). Figure 5 shows the number of clusters defined per topic (event). As can be seen from Figure 5 , the largest number of clusters for an event was 38 (topic 6, Hurricane Sandy), while the smallest number of clusters for an event was 3 (e.g. topic 44, 2012 Indian Ocean Earthquakes). We refer to this label set as the "New-TTG" label set. This label set covers all 45 topics used during TREC-TS 2013-2015 and is the primary means by which we will evaluate the proposed approaches.
"TRECTS-201X" and "TTG-201X" Label Sets
On the one hand, it may be useful to compare against the state-of-the-art systems that participated during the 3 years of the TREC-TS track. On the other hand, the "TTG-All" label set is not suitable for evaluating the participating systems to the TREC-TS track for the same reason that we could not use the original TREC-TS ground-truth assessments to evaluate our new proposed approaches, i.e., there is insufficient completeness in the ground-truth labels (see Appendix A for an illustration of this issue). Moreover, the systems that participated in TREC-TS varied from year to year, and, hence, we can only compare by year, instead of across years (as we do with the "TTG-All" label set).
To enable a comparison, we first split the "TTG-All" label set into three separate event sets, where each contains the events used for evaluation during the three years of the TREC-TS track. More precisely, events 1-10 18 are assigned to a "TTG-2013" label set, events 11-25 to a "TTG-2014" label set, and events 26-46 to a "TTG-2015" label set. We use these label sets later to provide an approximate comparison of the performance of our proposed approaches to the TREC best participating systems for each year. We do this by reporting the performance of the top three TREC-TS systems each year when evaluated on the official TREC-TS assessments (denoted "TRECTS-2013," "TRECTS-2014," and "TRECTS-2015," respectively), in comparison to our proposed approaches when evaluated on the associated TTG equivalent. For example, the TREC-TS top three systems for 2013 are evaluated on the "TRECTS-2013" label set and compared to our proposed approaches evaluated on the "TTG-2013" dataset. However, it should be stressed that this comparison should only be considered as approximate. In particular, the labeling methodologies used to create the nuggets and matches, the interfaces and support tools used to do the matching, as well as the assessor profiles differ between the TREC-TS original assessments ("TREC-TS-201X" label sets) and the label sets derived from "TTG-All" ("TTG-201X" label sets). For those interested in examining the differences between these methodologies in more detail, we recommend reading the study by Baruah et al. [4] .
RESULTS
In this section, we investigate four research questions:
• RQ1: How effective is classical novelty-based diversification of temporal summaries? (Section 7.1) • RQ2: Does explicit diversification based on summarization aspects enhance the quality of the summaries? (Section 7.2) • RQ3: Which of the two event aspect generation approaches described in Section 4.1 is more effective? (Section 7.3) • RQ4: Where do explicit summary diversification approaches fail? (Section 7.4)
Implicit Diversification Performance
Initially, it is important to determine what an effective baseline performance is for our evaluation scenario to form a basis for later comparisons. Hence, we first evaluate the performance of different baseline summarization approaches that make use of classical implicit diversification approaches. Recall from our baseline discussion that implemented two update scoring functions, one based on relevance to the event query Q (which we denote as Relevance), and a learned model that estimates update salience (that we denote as L-Salience), based on prior work by Kedzie et al. [22] . Following McCreadie et al. [30] , we first combine these scoring functions with the topk selection criteria, The TREC-TS top three systems are evaluated on the "TRECTS-201X" label sets, while the baseline approaches are evaluated against the "TTG-201X" label sets. Comparison is approximate only, see Section 6.2 for caveats to consider when viewing these performance numbers. The best performing system for each year is highlighted in bold.
where k is 1 or 3, denoted Top1 and Top3, respectively. Second, we similarly combine the two scoring functions with threshold-based selection, where the threshold τ has been trained using a fivefold cross validation (the reported performance in this case is the average performance across the test fold of each round), denoted Threshold. For all of these baselines, we apply implicit diversification by filtering out updates that are textually similar (cosine similarity, threshold τ = 0.7) to those already selected (denoted Novelty). Table 3 reports the performance of these 3 baseline approaches under the TREC-TS/TREC-TTG evaluation metrics, i.e., Expected Gain, Comprehensiveness, Timeliness, and the Combined metric using the "TTG-All" label set. In all cases, higher scores are better. For illustration, we also report the performances of the best systems that participated in the TREC-TS track during 2013, 2014, and 2015 in comparison to our baselines in Table 4 . In this case, performances are calculated per-year, rather than across all years, using the "TRECTS-201X" and "TTG-201X" label sets, respectively. From Table 3 , we observe the following. First, examining the two topk baselines, we see that when using Relevance scoring, topk selection naturally leads to summaries that perform well in terms of comprehensiveness, i.e., they contain most of the relevant information about the event. However, this comes at the cost of expected gain (precision), i.e., many of the updates returned are redundant or non-relevant. This can be explained by the fact that many of the events are long running, and there is not always new content to return during each hour time interval, as reported previously by McCreadie et al. [30] . Hence, during some time intervals the top documents are redundant or non-relevant. As a result, the Relevance topk baselines perform poorly overall. Meanwhile, considering the L-Salience topk baselines, we see that expected gain (precision) is significantly higher, but comprehensiveness (recall) is significantly lower. These scores can be explained by the fact that L-Salience topk produces very short summaries for each event, where the content returned is often relevant but incomplete. As a result, the overall performance of LSalience topk baselines is higher than the Relevance topk baselines.
Next, we compare the Relevance baseline that uses the score threshold selection strategy (Threshold) to their topk counterparts. From the results, we observe that threshold selection is more effective when using the Relevance scorer than topk with a Combined score of 0.2104 (Relevance+Threshold) vs. 0.0893 and 0.0640 (Relevance+Top1 and Relevance+Top3, respectively). Indeed, examining this result more closely, we see that the superior performance of the threshold-based approach is due to much better Expected Gain (precision), e.g., Relevance+Threshold:0.3083 vs. Relevance+Top1:0.0765. In practical terms, this means that the threshold-based selection returns fewer irrelevant or redundant updates. However, it should be noted that this does come at the cost of some Comprehensiveness (recall), e.g., Relevance+Threshold:0.6026 vs. Relevance+Top1:0.6536. To illustrate why this is the case, we compare the updates returned by the Relevance+Top1 and Relevance+Threshold approaches for a single topic. To do this, we introduce the concepts of relevant and novel updates, relevant but redundant updates and non-relevant updates. A relevant and novel update returned for an event is one that was (manually) matched (see Section 6) to one or more of the gold-standard information nuggets extracted for that event, and where one or more information nuggets matched have not been covered by previously selected updates (i.e., the update contains some new information). A relevant but redundant update is one that matches one or more information nuggets, but all of the matched nuggets have already been covered by other updates returned beforehand. An irrelevant update is one that did not match any of those information nuggets. Figure 6 shows the number of relevant and novel (light gray), relevant but redundant (mid-tone gray), and irrelevant (dark gray) updates returned by the Top1 (Figure 6(a) ) and Threshold ( Figure 6(b) ) approaches for event 10: the 2012 Tel Aviv bus bombing. The x-axis in these figures represents the duration of that event, where each column describes a 4h period, i.e., the first column represents updates returned during the first 4h of the event, the second column represents updates returned during hours 5-8, and so on. It should be noted that for the Relevance+Top1 approach, the maximum number of updates that it can return in any 4h period is 4 (one per hour). It may return less than that in cases where the textual novelty-based redundancy removal (which is applied to both types of approach) filters out one or more of those updates. Comparing Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b), we observe that the Relevance+Top1 approach returns more irrelevant updates during the second half of the event lifetime where there is little or no new relevant content available. This contrasts to the Threshold+Novelty approach which avoids returning any updates during those times.
Third, comparing the Relevance+Threshold baseline to the L-Salience+Threshold baseline, we see that using Relevance scoring is more effective (Relevance+Threshold:0.2104 vs. LSalience+Threshold:0.1355. As we can see from the individual metrics, this is due both to lower expected gain and lower comprehensiveness. Lower comprehensiveness is to some extent expected, as we noted during the topk discussion that L-Salience-based scoring leads to short summaries that miss information. However, the lower expected gain also indicates that L-Salience is not effectively placing relevant updates in the top ranks for each hour. While it may seem counterintuitive for the unsupervised model (Relevance) to outperform a learned combination (L-Salience), it has been previously observed that effective learned models are difficult to construct for this task [30] . Indeed, based on past experience, the authors surmise that this poor performance is likely due to a combination of the ROUGE-based training labels not accurately reflecting update relevance/quality and the learner being misled by term usage patterns that can vary greatly between events of different types.
Overall, to answer RQ1, we conclude that Relevance scoring combined with threshold-based selection along with textual-novelty for redundancy removal (Relevance+Threshold) is significantly more effective than topk alternatives that also use textual-novelty for redundancy removal, with a performance under the Combined metric of 0.2104. The reason for the better performance of the threshold-based approach is a marked reduction in the volume of irrelevant updates returned later on in an event's lifetime. As the Relevance and Threshold combination is more effective overall, we use it as the baseline in our analysis of explicit diversification approaches in the next section.
Explicit Diversification Performance
Having determined what a baseline performance is in this scenario when using implicit diversification, we next examine the performance of approaches that use the explicit event aspect labels that were either extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes or were generated via crowdsourcing (in Section 4.1). Table 5 reports the temporal summarization performance in terms of the TREC metrics of approaches that use either the proposed xQuAS or IASelect scoring formulations in comparison to the best baseline system identified in the previous section (Threshold+Novelty). As with the threshold-based baseline, we train the selection threshold of the IASelect and xQuAS runs using a fivefold cross validation. The best system under each metric is highlighted in bold. Statistically significant increases/decreases (paired t-test p < 0.05) over the best baseline approach (identified previously in Section 7.1) are denoted and , respectively. Additionally, for illustration, we also report the performances of the best systems that participated in the TREC-TS track during 2013, 2014, and 2015 in comparison to our baselines in Table 6 . In this case, performances are calculated per-year rather than across all years using the "TRECTS-201X" and "TTG-201X" label sets, respectively. For easy reference in this section, we denote the approaches that explicitly diversify in the following format: Scoring+Aspects. For example, the approach that uses xQuAS for scoring with aspects extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes is denoted xQuAS+Wikipedia.
From Table 5 , we make the following observations. First, considering the performance of the xQuAS-based approaches under the Expected Gain metric, we see that performance is statistically significantly higher in all cases than the baseline approach that uses implicit diversification. This The best performing approach under each measure is highlighted in bold. Statistically significant increases/iecreases (paired t -test p < 0.05) in performance over the Threshold + Novelty Baseline are denoted and , respectively. The TREC-TS top three systems are evaluated on the "TRECTS-201X" label sets, while the proposed approaches are evaluated against the "TTG-201X" label sets. Comparison is approximate only, see Section 6.2 for caveats to consider when viewing these performance numbers. The best-performing system for each year is highlighted in bold.
indicates that the use of pre-generated event aspects within the update scoring process results in an overall higher proportion of relevant and non-redundant updates being returned. Indeed, this is intuitive, since for the score of an update to reach the selection threshold, that update will need both a high relevance score for the query and a high novelty score with respect to one or more of the event aspects. To illustrate this behavior, Figure 7 shows the distribution of relevant and novel, relevant but redundant, and irrelevant updates returned by the baseline Threshold+Novelty approach (Figure 7(a) ) in comparison to the xQuAS+Crowd approach (Figure 7(b) ) for event 5 (Hurricane Isaac). As can be seen from Figure 7 , the baseline (Threshold+Novelty) returns far more irrelevant updates for event 5 than the xQuAS+Crowd approach. Next, from Table 5 , examining the performance of the explicit diversification approaches under the Comprehensiveness metric, we observe that summary comprehensiveness is lower by a statistically significant margin in all cases against the baseline (see Section 7.1). To explain this behavior, we need to consider the event aspects that we are diversifying for. In particular, recall that we generate our event aspects prior to the start of the event from other past events of the same type (to avoid using evidence from the future). A consequence of this design choice is that the event aspects we generate are quite generic and hence do not always capture information that is unique to each event. For instance, consider the 2012 Costa Concordia Disaster (with event type "Ship Disaster"), where a cruise liner ran aground near the island of Isola del Giglio, Italy. For this event, our generated event aspects cover general information such as the number of deaths and injuries, the location and details of the rescue operation. However, for this event, the update clustering performed by the assessors resulted in information clusters dedicated to information such as accusations against the ship captain for evacuating early or the subsequent lawsuit against the company that runs the cruise ship. As these types of information are unique to this particular event, the event aspect generation processes described in Section 4.1 cannot easily capture them. This is the core reason that the explicit diversification approaches provide lower summary comprehensives on average over the different events than the Relevance baseline.
Next, by examining the Latency column in Table 5 , we see that the xQuAS-based approaches outperform (i.e., have better Timeliness) the baseline by a statistically significant margin. This increase in timeliness in comparison to the baseline approach can be explained by the introduction of the event aspects into the update scoring function. In particular, as we previously observed in the baseline analysis in Section 7.1, not all of the information that we want to return have high relevance scores. By mixing these relevance scores with the event aspect novelty scores, we increase the likelihood that we will score highly the first case of an update containing information for each event aspect, thereby decreasing summarization latency for information clusters relating to those event aspects. To illustrate this, Table 7 shows the first six updates returned by the Relevance+Threshold baseline and the xQuAS+Crowd approach for event 11: Costa Concordia Disaster. From Table 7 it can be seen that the explicit xQuAS+Crowd approach returns more updates toward the beginning of the event (four updates returned from the January 14 as opposed to only two updates by the Relevance+Threshold approach), including information about the number of people killed (one of the event aspects suggested by the crowd).
Finally, if we consider the Combined measure that incorporates all three of the TREC metrics (expected gain, comprehensiveness, and latency), we see that all of the xQuAS and IASelect-based approaches outperform the best baseline system (Threshold+Novelty) by a statically significant margin. This indicates that when trying to produce update summaries that balance these three factors, explicit diversification using event aspects is more effective than relying on implicit noveltybased diversification. Hence, to answer RQ2, explicit diversification of event aspects can improve temporal summary quality over using implicit diversification techniques. The Costa Concordia death toll has risen by two-as all British passengers and crew were confirmed to have survived the disaster. Two French nationals and a Peruvian died after the Italianowned cruiser ran aground near the island of Giglio off the Tuscan coast on Friday night.
Comparing Event Aspect Representations
Having shown that approaches that explicitly diversify using event aspects are more effective than classical implicit diversification approaches for temporal summarization, we next examine how summarization performance differs between our two different event aspect generation approaches, i.e., we compare the automatic Wikipedia infobox extraction method to the crowdsourced alternative that requires manual labeling. Using an automatic method for generating event aspects such as the Wikipedia infobox extraction is advantageous due to its low cost in comparison to having human annotators generate those aspects but may be less effective. Table 5 reports the temporal summarization performance of the approaches that explicitly diversify using the Wikipedia infobox-based event aspects and the crowdsourced event aspects, over the 2013-2015 temporal summarization events. Comparing the approaches that use the Wikipedia infobox derived aspects to those that used the Crowd aspects in Table 5 , we observe the following. Under the Combined metric, we see that the Crowd derived aspects are more effective than the Wikipedia infobox-derived ones, particularly when using xQuAS-based scoring. Indeed, using xQuAS scoring with the Crowd aspects (xQuAS+Crowd) achieves a score under the Combined metric of 0.3124, in contrast to 0.2598 when using the Wikipedia infobox-based aspects (xQuAS+Wikipedia). To examine the differences between these two approaches more closely, Figure 8 shows the performance distribution of these two approaches per topic under the Combined metric. The top half of Figure 8 shows the xQuAS+Crowd performances, while the bottom half shows the xQuAS+Wikipedia performances. From Figure 8 , we make the following observations. First, from Figure 8 , we see that there are four events (19, 24, 31, and 43) where both approaches provide (close to) 0 performance. These are events where no updates were returned due to relevant content being difficult to find given the initial query q rather than due to the event aspects (the baseline approaches, including Threshold+Novelty also fail for these events). Second, analyzing the remaining events we see that xQuAS using the crowdsourced aspects performs more consistently well across those events than the same model using Wikipedia-based aspects. More precisely, using the crowdsourced labels, performance across events is 0.1 or better under the Combined metric with four exceptions (events 6, 18, 20, 23) . Contrast this to the same model using the Wikipedia-based aspects, where 8 events have less than 0.1 performance under the Combined metric (events 5, 11, 14, 18, 20, 27, 35, 36) . Very low performances for a particular event indicates that the generated aspects for that event's type were not sufficiently descriptive, leading to relevant content being missed. Hence, our result would indicate that the crowdsourced labels produced are more descriptive than the Wikipedia-based labels (at least for the event types covered by the TREC-TS 2013-2015 datasets). Hence, to answer RQ3, we conclude that crowdsourced aspects are more effective overall than the Wikipedia-based aspects, although it should be noted that the Wikipediabased aspects are both cheaper to obtain and do provide better performance for some events.
Failure Analysis
Finally, to provide some additional insight into where these approaches fail (and, hence, how we might improve them in the future), we analyze four poorly performing events under xQuAS when using the crowd labels. These four events are as follows: Hurricane Sandy; 2011-2013 Russian protests; 2012-2013 Egyptian protests; and the 2012-2013 Shahbag protests, i.e., one "Storm" event and three "Protest" events. We begin by examining the Hurricane Sandy event. To understand why this is a difficult event for the xQuAS+Crowd approach to summarize, we need to examine both the clusters that represent the possible information that should be included in the summary (see Section 6) and the crowd aspects that xQuAS used for diversification. Table 8 (a) and Table 8 (b) show the textual representations that the assessors provided for each information cluster for the Hurricane Sandy event and the crowd aspects produced for that same event, respectively. The important observation to make from Table 8 is that many of the information clusters extracted for Hurricane Sandy are very specific to that particular event. For instance, we have clusters representing the briefing of Barack Obama, the sinking of the tall ship Bounty, and locations particular to this event, such as Staten Island. If we compare these cluster representations to the crowd aspects for the same event, then it is clear that the broader crowd aspects may not well match the information clusters, resulting in updates containing relevant information to those clusters to be missed. Although it is out of the scope of this work, an interesting solution to this problem would be to pair the explicit approaches proposed here with event aspects identified in real time as each event unfolds. For instance, one might use burst detection techniques or track trending phrases to find new relevant event aspects. Indeed, new event aspects can be used within the explicit diversification approaches tested here by dynamically adding new aspects to the aspect set A over time.
Next examining the remaining three events where the xQuAS+Crowd approach performed poorly (2011-2013 Russian protests; 2012-2013 Egyptian protests; and the 2012-2013 Shahbag protests), we note that all of these belong to the "Protest" type of event. Initially, we might think that the aspects for that event type produced via the crowd were poor for this event type. However, this is not the reason for the lower performance for these events. Rather, the source cause for the lower performance is that these (and other) protest events overlap in terms of timeframe, resulting in updates discussing the wrong event being selected. For instance, the update "Cairo-An Egyptian opposition party on Monday claimed police tortured one of its members to death" was returned for event 23 "shahbag protests" when it was only relevant to event 20 "egyptian protests." In general, "protest"-type events are difficult to summarize, as updates that from a language use perspective may seem to be relevant (because they contain protest-related keywords) are not. For instance, Table 9 illustrates five updates returned by the xQuAS+Crowd approach for event 20 "egyptian protests" which recieved a high relevancy score, but are not relevant. This highlights the need to better distinguish similar co-occuring events-in particular, long-running events like protest movements that are more likely to overlap.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we proposed a novel approach to improve the performance of temporal summarization by explicitly diversifying the updates returned using aspects that are common to different event types. In particular, we proposed the use of explicit event aspects, representing the different types of information that a user might want to know about, as a means to guide sentence selection during summarization. We proposed two different methodologies to generate event aspects for an event type, based on Wikipedia infobox extraction and crowdsourcing, respectively. We then extended a state-of-the-art explicit diversification framework to enable the use of those event aspects during the temporal summarization process. Through evaluation of temporal summaries generated for 46 events, we showed that diversifying summaries using explicit event aspects is overall more effective than classical novelty-based diversification, as the resulting summaries contain less off-topic and redundant content, while also being more timely. However, this can come at the cost of some summary comprehensiveness.
For future work, we aim to examine approaches to generate new event aspects in real time as each event evolves. The proposed approach supports the dynamic addition of new aspects at any point. However, currently, event aspects are identified prior to the start of the event based on the event type and hence only capture commonalities in information across events of the same type. Topical clustering techniques within each hour or across hours, such as those used by Li et al. [25] , may help alleviate this issue. Nonetheless, these approaches will need to be extended to tackle scenarios where most of the input content is off-topic, as well as cases where topic-drift occurs. Another interesting research direction is tackling value tracking, i.e., dealing with edge cases where updates are concerned with numerical statistics, such as the number of people killed, which fluctuate over time. The approach proposed in this work could be adapted to account for these special cases by dynamically revising the novelty of relevant event aspects when the most commonly stated values observed in the stream change.
APPENDIX A ILLUSTRATION OF COMPLETENESS ISSUES WITH THE OFFICIAL TREC-TS
ASSESSMENTS In Section 6, we produced an alternative set of ground-truth labels with which to test the proposed system. The reason for this is that the original ground-truth assessments pool provided by TREC only covers a small proportion of the sentences that a system might reasonably return. As such, it is quite probable that a new system will return relevant and informative updates that were not in the ground-truth assessment pool. Such a system would receive a low score, as non-assessed sentences are considered to be irrelevant.
This appendix includes an additional experiment to illustrate this issue and to show that it affects the explicit-diversification approaches proposed in this article. In particular, for the top three performing participating systems to the TREC 2013 Temporal Summarization track and for the four variants of the approach proposed in this article, we report in Table 10 their performances under the official TREC-TS 2013 evaluation metrics (Expected Latency Gain and Latency Comprehensiveness), the number of sentences that were returned for the 2013 topics (when considering the first 60 per-topic: "Returned @ 60"), and the number of those that were assessed by TREC assessors ("Assessed @ 60"). If a run produced by a system has a low "Assessed @ 60" value, then its reported performance is very likely to be misleading, as the metrics are assuming that the content it is returning is irrelevant in the absence of evidence.
From Table 10 , we observe the following. First, the top performing system to TREC 2013 had almost perfect completeness, i.e., all of the sentences it returned (apart from 2) were assessed, hence its reported performance can be considered to be very accurate. Similarly, the majority (351/447) of sentences returned by the second best TREC system were assessed, meaning that we can have confidence that it's stated performance is accurate. In contrast, the third-best system that participated in TREC actually has a relatively low number of sentences assessed in contrast to the number returned (80/541). This means that there is a much higher chance that the performance of this run is under-estimated by the metric, as many of the sentences returned were not assessed and are assumed to be irrelevant.
More interestingly, examining the new approaches proposed in this article, we see that all of the four variants have a reported performance of 0. This is the result of the extreme case where none of the sentences returned by these approaches were originally assessed. It is for this reason that creating new ground-truth assessments is needed when testing new algorithms that are dissimilar to those in the original assessment pool.
B TREC TEMPORAL SUMMARIZATION METRICS
In this article, we use the metrics developed for the TREC Temporal Summarization track to evaluate the performance of the temporal summaries produced. In this section, we provide the formulations of these metrics for reference. A more detailed explanation of these metrics can be found in Reference [16] .
The TREC Temporal Summarization metrics are designed to cover different aspects of evaluation: precision, comprehensiveness (recall), novelty, brevity, and latency. Precise summaries are summaries that contain primarily relevant and interesting information. A summary that has a high comprehensiveness will include most of the information that a user might want to know about the event. A summary with good novelty will not return the same information to the user multiple times. A brief summary is one that is short and easy to follow. A low-latency summary will return new information to the user fast, i.e., as soon that that information becomes available. There are a variety of potential user models for temporal summarization, which describe what the user wants to know and how they consume the information. TREC Temporal Summarization assumes a "push notification alert model." In this case, only critical new information, certain to be of interest to most users, is expected to be returned as updates. The main properties that a summary should have under this user model are brevity, novelty, and precision.
As it is difficult to capture all of the properties that we want to capture, two main metrics are defined to capture precision and comprehensiveness of a summary. The precision metric, referred to as expected gain, is the sum of the relevance of each nugget that an update is matched to. For a summarization system producing an update stream S, gain is computed as:
where M(u) is the set of gold standard "nuggets" matching update u and g(u, n) measures the utility of matching update u with nugget n. For the purposes of the TREC track, these gold standard nuggets were manually extracted from the Wikipedia page for each event by human assessors and represent the set of information that makes an update "relevant" to an event.
On the other hand, the comprehensiveness metric, referred to as comprehensiveness, is the proportion of all nuggets matched by the system updates,
where N is the set of nuggets for the current event.
Between them, these metrics capture precision, comprehensiveness, and brevity. To provide a target metric, an F -like measure is also defined, referred to as combined or H . This the harmonic mean of G and C, Combined (S) = 2 * C(S) * G(S) C(S) + G(S) .
To reward novelty within a summary, a summary only receives gain the first time they return an update matching a nugget. Matches to updates later in the summary are ignored when computing Equations (5) and (6) .
